SAP Analytics Cloud
QuickLaunch

Overview
Experience the benefits of integrated BI, Planning and Predictive capabilities - together on one simple cloud
platform. A solution that provides everyone in your organization, from the boardroom to the front line, the ability to
discover actionable insights.
Many businesses are rapidly moving their analytics and planning solutions to cloud platforms. For SAP customers
that means adopting SAP Analytics Cloud! Today's businesses require real time insights combined with flexbility and
collaboration capabilities. Method360, in partnership with SAP has developed SAP Analytics Cloud - Quick Launch
solution to enable clients to take advantage of SAC's capabilities within a single week.

SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) QuickLaunch Key
Benefits
SAP Analytics Cloud QuickLaunch in its essence, is a bundled program offered by
Method360 which gets your productive in your instance of SAC in as little as a single
week for a single use-case.
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The idea is rapid adoption of a next generation analytics, planning, and visualization tool
that is native to your SAP application stack. Take the first step, get your key stakeholders
on-board and actively using SAC as the tip of the spear for a broader adoption of
functionality.
Deploy a productive, cloud-based Analytics and Visualization capabilities with your usecase
Avoid many of the costs necessary to launch and support a full implementation
Up and running in a minimum of one and a maximum of four weeks with a very
low cost

How We Do It
Our team of experts will confirm your use case, success criteria and the status of your
data. Once this is understood, the rest is a bit easier. We'll load the data into your
installed SAP Analytics Cloud instance, develop all models and calculations to support
the use-case, then proceed as follows:
Develop visualizations with multiple playbacks
Formal Playback and Hand-off
(Optional) Identify appropriate source (HANA Model, S/4HANA, BPC DataSources,
etc.)
(Optional) Establish integration between source system and SAC (Cloud Connector)
(Optional) Link story to new model with no interruption on the business use of the
system

Solution/Benefit:
QuickLaunch uses your selected business use-case
We use "your data" for a more impactful and productive deliverable
Get insight into a specific business scenario
Immeditely see core capabilities within the platform
No internal IT required

Assumptions:
QuickLaunch is based on single business use case

Executive Finance dashboard,
complete with a Digital
Boardroom presentation

Up to 3 dashboards and 4-8 visualizations within the single data set

Commercial P&L dashboards

Client will provide all necessary flat files before the engagement begins.

An approval/Planning tool
Proof-of-concept

Client Flat files will be provided in the format and detail required to support the
requirements.

Client will provide Use Case story to support Visualization build out prior to
engagement

Client can allocate the required resources to support activities during duration of
SOW.
The activities will be delivered remotely unless otherwise directed by Client.
Method360’s resource will have security access to systems if necessary

To find out more about Method360's solution offerings and how
they can benefit your company, please contact us at 415.956.6360

Visit us at www.method360.com

